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Background
Model predictive control (MPC) has proven to be a very successful control method for complex systems over the last decades [1]. The great popularity is mainly due to its simple
concept and its ability to deal with state and input constraints. In order to use MPC in
safety-critical applications, e.g., autonomous driving or human-robot collaboration, formal
robustness guarantees against uncertainties are needed. Thus, robust MPC approaches are
required that guarantee constraint satisfaction for all possible realizations originating from
uncertainties, e.g., unknown but bounded disturbances.
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Vehicle platoon with one leader and three followers (taken from [2]).

Description
A very popular robust MPC method is called tube-based MPC [3] It ensures that the state
trajectory of the system stays within a tube of fixed size. Moreover, there exists a great
variety of extensions of this method, such as parameterized or elastic tube-based MPC [4, 5].
The aim of this thesis is to implement and compare the tube-based MPC approach with
our reachable-set-based method [6, 7]. The considered application is a vehicle platooning
benchmark with a variable number of following vehicles [2]. We intend to include the results
of this thesis in an international publication.

Tasks
• Familiarizing with robust model predictive control
• Familiarizing with reachability analysis
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• Implementing tube-based MPC
• Comparing the performance of tube-based MPC with our reachable-set-based MPC
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